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Kick-Start 
Your Team
2-day off-site with thrive!

The purpose of thrive!’s Kickstart Two-Day Offsite is to provide 
the opportunity for a leadership team, executive team, or board 

to assess their team’s dynamics, build their team’s cohesion, 
and deal with real time strategic and tactical business issues.

These highly interactive, fast-paced sessions are designed 
specifically for leaders and their direct reports. During the 
offsite, a team will put into practice the proven methodology 
in thrive!’s book: “The Beauty of Conflict: Harnessing Your 
Team’s Competitive Advantage.” Facilitated by CrisMarie 
Campbell and Susan Clarke, a leadership team will:

l Gain a thorough understanding of the expectations   
    and challenges of building and maintaining a strong,  
    cohesive, aligned team

l Determine gaps regarding styles, leadership skills 
    and communication

l Assess and make immediate progress with  
    important conversations, overcoming the team’s  
    potential for avoiding healthy conflict

l Building on skills, teambuilding, leadership,  
    communication, and giving and receiving feedback

l Review and validate the team’s clarity and  
    commitment around high-level team direction and  
    their alignment around specific topics, such as what  
    is most important right now

l Determine the effectiveness of the current meeting  
    structure and make immediate steps to improve 

l Discuss effective team and organizational  
    communications to ensure alignment throughout 
    the organization

l Identify the roadmap necessary to ensure the team  
    becomes high-performing

Because we are always working on your actual business 
issues, the team never feels as though they are doing 
theoretical exercises. Instead, the team is engaged in 
coming up with real business solutions. 

“Our offsites with thrive! have been an 

important part of Cray’s success. CrisMarie 

and Susan are great facilitators and have 

amazing, practical know-how to give 

management teams the tools they need to 

work more effectively and balance that with 

the needs of the business. I always learn a ton 

and have come away knowing our company 

is going to be more successful because of it.”

Peter Ungaro, President and CEO, Cray Inc.

“I  can’t say enough about working with 

CrisMarie and Susan from Thrive. The Impinj 

executive team works much better as a result 

of their assistance and we continue to use 

them for crucial conversations regarding our 

most pressing business issues. In addition, 

I have personally grown and I am using the 

techniques and relationship skills to enhance 

my performance as a CFO.”

Evan Fein, CFO, Impinj
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Offsite Details
The session combines lectures, interactive experiences, 
working sessions, and discussions that are designed 
to address the three focus areas that drive collective 
results. Depending upon the team’s unique situation 
and goals, the following may be included:

Focus Area One
The ME 

During this section of the offsite we address individuals and their 
working styles, which helps team members understand aspects 
of who they are, how they communicate, and what matters to 
them most at work. Teams will learn to apply the principles 
outlined in “The Beauty of Conflict.”

Outcome: Team members will make tangible progress toward 
working together as a team by increasing their awareness of 
their own personal impact on the team’s performance.

Focus Area Two
The WE
During the offsite, the team will begin to learn and apply the 
principles and tools outlined in The Beauty of Conflict to improve 
the team dynamics when it comes to dealing with differences. 
The team will have real conversations dealing with concrete 
business issues. The team will tackle difficult conversations in a 
healthy way, getting to productive outcomes.

Outcome: The team will make substantial progress toward 
becoming more cohesive – improving trust, clearing up 
long-standing differences, engaging in unfiltered, honest, 
productive conflict around crucial business topics. This will 
result in the team making better, faster decision-eliminating 
gossip, and eliminate any lingering back channel politics. 

Focus Area Three 
The BUSINESS
During this section the team will 
collectively discuss, debate, and 
define the answers to key strategic 
questions that will be the foundation 
for organizational and team clarity, 
alignment and commitment. The 
team will also tackle key tactical 
questions to implement the strategic 
direction. 

Outcome: The team will walk away with consistent answers to 
both strategic and tactical questions, creating aligned action 
and communication throughout the rest of the organization. 
Additionally, the team will recognize where, throughout the 
organization, these expectations may not be clear. This will 
put everyone on the team and in the organization in the same 
boat, rowing in the same direction. 
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“thrive! is our trusted team advisor. 

We have brought them in at all levels of our organization: 
the board, our management team, and the staff. What 
works so well is that CrisMarie and Susan always 
address the real business issues while helping us 
develop better relationships.

When thrive! came and worked with our entire 
organization, some of the staff were uncertain, but they 
walked away engaged and energized with a new level 
of trust and new solutions to business issues. They still 
talk about the positive impact thrive! had with us.”

Rachel Davey, Executive Director, The Haven Institute
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“By working with experts CrisMarie and Susan, my team was able to 

engage in a lot of tough but necessary dialogue. We’ve changed our team 

values and behaviors, changed some team members, and achieved a 

much higher level of organizational health. While we have not completed 

our journey, we are producing better results and having more fun! The 

entire tenor and tone of the team has dramatically shifted. Their level 

of cooperation has increased significantly. They are now super quick to 

support each other and take ownership for work. The tension between 

people has been alleviated. We are focused and moving forward on our 

goals together and that is a big change.”

Mike Keller, Executive Vice President, CIO Nationwide

“I’m so pleased with the work that thrive! did for our executive 
leadership retreat. They executed with high skill. Specifically 
CrisMarie and Susan had: 

  Terrific grasp of our business goals 

  Ease in steering us towards productive conversations 

  Excellent time management and tangent wrangling skills 

  Valuable insights on good business practices 

  Skill in keeping all parties involved without forcing them to participate 

  Great senses of humor and were adept at kept things light-hearted

The entire management team expressed not only their thanks, 
but were impressed and pleased with the facilitation.”

Greg Lambert, CEO, Terra Staffing Group
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CrisMarie and Susan specialize in helping leaders, teams, and entire 
companies learn how to deal with differences to ignite creativity and 
innovation.  

They have a proven step-by-step process for making teams great – a 
process they’ve honed working with hundreds of leaders and their 
teams for more than 25 years.  

They joined forces over 15 years ago to start their company thrive! 
and have worked with Fortune 100 Companies such as Johnson & 
Johnson, Microsoft, AT&T and Nationwide, as well as, organizations 
such as Gates Foundation, University of Washington Medical Center, 
Cray, Los Alamos National Laboratory, and Twitch. 

CrisMarie and Susan are extremely effective in turning around a team 
in two days flat. They’d be happy to consult with your team, coach 
you, or a leader in your organization, or speak at your next event. 

CrisMarie Campbell 
& Susan Clarke

Business Consultants, Coaches, Speakers, and 
Authors of the book, The Beauty of Conflict: 

Harnessing Your Team’s Competitive Advantage. 

“What is unique about CrisMarie and Susan is their 
blend of business savvy and team dynamics. I found 
CrisMarie and Susan to be straight-shooters, easy 
to work with and professional. In terms of time and 
money well spent, I would highly recommend CrisMarie 
Campbell and Susan Clarke. I really enjoyed working 
with them and have asked them to join our schedule 
of contractors. I will gladly call them up the next time I 

have a people, leadership or team issue.”

Greg Casteel, Vice President, GSA Services

Harness Your Team’s Competitive 
Advantage by working with 

Learn more at www.thriveinc.com. 

Contact them at thrive@thriveinc.com

Watch their TEDx Talk: 
Conflict – Use It, Don’t Defuse It! 

Check out their book: The Beauty of Conflict: 
Harnessing Your Teams Competitive Advantage – 

available on Amazon. 
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